
SECURITY MAIL BAGS

UAP security mail bags are designed specifically to work with all UAP 12 inch 
letterplates, and it is universal to fit 20-40mm and 40-80mm letterboxes. The mail 
bags features a lightweight and slim design which will not in any way interfere with 

the overall look for the door and at the same time improve door security. 
The UAP mail bags can be fitted onto uPVC, composite and wooden doors 

and are available in white, black, and brown.

The mail bags are developed to ensure easier retrieval of post, improve home security 
by preventing manipulation of the door lock through the post opening, and further draft 
proofing the home. Though not an absolute necessity they are certainly that extra step 

towards comfort, security, and overall better post protection.

Enables homeowners 
to check a visitors ID 
without physically 
opening the door

Ultimate protection 
against rogue traders 
and bogus callers

Acts as 
a visual 
deterrent 
to would-be 
criminals

Available in 
different sizes 
and finishes to 
suite your door

Sliding latch 
stops drafts and
prevents unwanted 
post being pushed 
through the slot
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Features Include:
Designed for the elderly and social housing

Mail collects in the pouch and doesn’t fall onto the floor

Prevents people slipping on letters that have fallen 
onto the floor

Made using a fire retardant uPVC frame

Has a universal slot to fit all different upstands 
in the UAP 12 inch letterboxes

Comes complete and ready to fit – not additional 
cut outs needs to be made on the door

Mail Bag Sizes:
Mail Bag Width: 350mm

Mail Bag Length: 360mm

Security Mail Bags
Finish Product Code
White LMBWHITE
Black LMBBLACK
Brown LMBBROWN


